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1. INTRODUCTION
In [10] we introduced a new notion of isomorphisms for topological
measure spaces, which preserve almost sure continuity of mappings, almost
sure convergence of random variables, and weak convergence of probabil-
ity measures. The main thrust of that paper is the construction of an
isomorphism from a Polish space with a nonatomic Borel probability
measure to the unit Lebesgue interval (I, *). Applications in ergodic theory,
probability theory, and probabilistic number theory are also discussed
there. The purpose of this paper is to continue the study along that line. In
particular, as suggested by the classic Borel Isomorphism Theorem (see
[9]), we shall consider general Borel spaces in this paper instead of Polish
spaces in [10]. Here a Borel space is a topological space homeomorphic to
a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space with the subspace
topology. In ergodic theory and the theory of Markov chains, infinite
invariant measures have also been studied (see [1, 5, 6, 7] and many
others). To establish a connection between convergence problems on the
real line, we shall also provide isomorphism results for Borel spaces with
infinite measures.
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
As in [10], we denote the Borel algebra of a topological space X by BX .
If + is a Borel measure on X, we call the pair (X, +) a topological measure
space. In this paper we shall assume that any measure on a topological
space which we work with is a Borel measure. A mapping f from (X, +)
to a topological space Z is said to be +-continuous or continuous almost
everywhere if the set of discontinuity points of f is contained in a
Borel set B with +(B)=0. The measure + is said to be locally finite at a
point x in X, if there is a neighborhood O of x such that +(O) is finite. If
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+ is locally finite at every point in X, We simply say that it is locally finite.
The Lebesque measure on the real line R and its restriction to any Borel
subset of R is denoted by *.
Now we shall present the definition of the isomorphism introduced and
studied in [10].
Definition. For any given topological measure spaces (X, +) and
(Y, &), a Borel measurable, measure preserving mapping F from X to Y is
called an isomorphism if F is +-continuous and F &1 is &-continuous. We
say that (X, +) is isomorphic to (Y, &) if there is an isomorphism from
(X, +) to (Y, &).
It follows from Theorem 1 of [10] that a Polish space with a finite non-
atomic measure is isomorphic to a finite Lebesgue interval. On the other
hand, any uncountable Borel space is Borel isomorphic to the unit interval
[0, 1]. Thus it is natural to expect that a Borel space with a finite non-
atomic measure is isomorphic to a finite Lebesgue interval. However, the
following theorem and Example 2 indicate that it is in general not true.
Theorem 1. Let & be a finite positive measure on a Borel space X with
&(X)=b. Then
(i) if & is nonatomic and there is a Polish space Y embedded in X such
that &(X&Y)=0, then for any given countable set E in the intersection of
the Polish space Y with the support of &, there is an isomophism F from
(X, &) to ([0, b], *) such that F is continuous at every point in E and F&1
is continuous at every point in F(E);
(ii) if (X, &) is isomorphic to ([0, b], *), then & is nonatomic and there
is a Polish space Y embedded in X such that &(X&Y)=0.
It is well known that any uncoutable Borel space contains a Cantor
space (see [9], p. 11). So an immediate question is whether the condition
in the above theorem that requires a Polish space to be contained in the
Borel space with full measure is redundant, i.e. whether every Borel space
with a finite nonatomic measure contains a Polish space with full measure.
The following example answers the question in the negative.
Example 2. Let [rn]n=1 be a list of all rational numbers in I. Let
X=[(rn , y) : n1, y # I].
Then, as a subspace of R2, X is a Borel space. Every Borel subset of X can
be expressed as n=1[rn]_An for some Borel sets An ’s. Define a probabil-
ity measure + on X such that +(n=1[rn]_An)=

n=1(12
n) *(An). We
shall show that X does not contain any Polish space with full measure.
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Suppose X has a Polish subspace Y such that +(Y)=1. Let
Y=n=1[rn]_Yn . Then *(Yn)=1 for each n. Thus *(

n=1 Yn)=1.
Choose y0 # n=1 Yn . Then the set A=[(rn , y0) : n1], as a subspace of
Y, is closed, which yields that A is also a Polish space. That is clearly
impossible. Hence, by Theorem 1, we know that (X, +) is not isomorphic
to (I, *).
The next theorem characterizes those Borel spaces with finite measures
(possibly with atoms) isomorphic to intervals with some finite measures.
Theorem 3. Let & be a finite positive measure on a Borel space X. Let
&(X)=b. Then the following two assertions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a measure m on [0, b] with m([0, b])=b such that
(X, &) is isomorphic to ([0, b], m).
(ii) There is a Polish space Y embedded in X such that &(X&Y)=0
and every atom of & is a condensation point of X.
Now we consider spaces with infinite measures. We characterize those
Borel spaces with infinite measures isomorphic to the real line R with some
measures or the Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 4. Let + be a _-finite measure on a Borel space X with
+(X)=. Then
(i) The following two assertions are equivalent:
(a) There exists a measure & on R such that (X, +) is isomorphic to
(R, &).
(b) There is a Polish space Y embedded in X such that +(X&Y)=0
and every atom x of + is a condensation point of X.
(ii) The topological measure space (X, +) is isomophic to (R, *) if and
only if + is nonatomic and there is a Polish space Y embedded in X such that
+(X&Y)=0 and +|Y is locally finite.
The following example exhibits that there are Polish spaces with _-finite
infinite nonatomic measures which are nowhere locally finite.
Example 5. As in example 2, let [rn]n=1 be a list of all rational num-
bers. Let
X=[(rn , y) : n1, y # R]
define a _-finite measure + on R2 such that +(R2&X)=0 and
+(n=1[rn]_An)=

n=1*(An) for any Borel sets An ’s. Then for any open
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set B in R2, +(B)=. Thus + is not locally finite at any point. Moreover,
if F is a measure preserving mapping from (R2, +) to (R, *), then F is not
continuous at any point.
3. THE PROOF
Note that the completeness of the spaces studied in [10] is used quite
freely there. Thus the method used in that paper cannot be adapted
straightforwardly to prove the results in this paper. Actually, more intricate
construcions have to be found for the new pupose. To show the existence
of an isomorphism from a Borel space X with a finite measure & which
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3 (ii) to a finite interval with some
measure, we can embed the Borel space in the Hilbert cube H as a Borel
subset. Then by refining and introducing some new features into the
constructions used in the proof of Theorem 1 of [10], we show that
(X, &) is isomorphic to (H, & ), where & is the trivial extension of & to H.
Then it follows from Theorem 2 of [10] that (X, &) is isomorphic to an
interval with some measure. The existence of isomorphisms in other cases
can be deduced from this result and Theorem 1 of [10] with relative ease.
Now we fix some notation and introduce some basic definitions. For a
metric space Y and a subset A of Y, let A%, A and A be the interior,
closure and boundary of A respectively. Let d(A) be the diameter of A
measured in the given metric of Y. Let Br(x) and Sr(x) be the open ball
and the sphere centered at x with radius r respectively. The set A is said
to be regular closed (regular open) if A%=A ((A )%=A). If A is open
(closed), then it is clear that A (A%) is regular (regular open). Let E
designate the set of all finite strings on the set [0, 1]. The empty string is
denoted by the empty set symbol <. For a string :=i1 } } } in in E, let
|:|=n be the length of :. If |:|n for some natural number n, then :|n
represents the string of the first n sympbols of :.
In this section, unless otherwise noted, we shall work with a nontomic
probability measure + on the Hilbert cube H=[0, 1] with a given metric.
Let K be the support of +. Assume that W is a G$ set in H. Let Z be a
Borel measurable subset of H with Z$W and +(Z )=1. Note that +(W )
is not assumed to be one. Let D a countable subset of W & K. The follow-
ing lemma is similar to Lemma 3 in [10].
Lemma 6. Let Y be a compact metric space, & a nonatomic finite positive
measure on Y and J a countable set in the support Q of &. For any =>0,
there is a positive integer k such that for any nk, there is a collection
[C1 , C2 , . . .Cn] of n subsets of Y such that
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(1) Ci is regular closed for each 1in;
(2) +(Ci)>0, d(Ci)=, and +(Ci)=0 for 1in;
(3) Ci% & G j%=< for 1i< jn;
(4) J .
n
i=1
Ci% and + \Y& .
n
i=1
Ci+=0.
Such a collection [C1 , C2 , ..., Cn] will be called a (Y, J, &, =, n)-quasicover
of Y.
Proof. Let [a1 , a2 , ..., am] be a finite number of points in Y such that
Y=mi=1B=2(ai). Since there are only countably many ’>0 with the
property that either +(S’(ai))>0 or S’(ai) & J{< for some 1im, we
can choose =2<$<= such that +(S$(ai))=0 and S$(ai) & J=< for all
1im.
Next, consider all sets of the form A1 & A2 } } } & Am , where each Ai is
either B$(ai) or Y&B$(ai). Let T1 , T2 , ..., Tk be those among these sets
which have a positive measure. Since both  B$(ai) and (Y&B$(ai)) are
subsets of S$(ai), we have +(ki=1 Ti )=0 and (
k
i=1 Ti ) & J=<. Then
it can be checked that the collection [T1 , T2 , ..., Tk] satisfies condition (2),
(3) and (4) of the lemma. Now, for any given nk, since +(T%k & Q)>0,
we can choose n&k many different points b1 , b2 , ..., bn&k in T%k & Q.
Choose ’>0 such that
(1)
B’(bi)T%k , +(S’(bi))=0,
and S’(bi) & J=< for 1in&k;
(2) B’(bi) & B’(bj)=< for ji< jn&k;
(3) + \Tk& .
n&k
j=1
B’(bj)+>0.
Denote (Tk&n&kj=1 B’(bj)) by T k and define a collection [C1 , ..., Cn] of
sets as follows.
(T i%)& if 1ik&1,
Ci={(T %k)& if i=k,B’(bi&k) if k+1in.
Then [C1 , C2 , ..., Cn] is an (Y, J, +, =, n)-quasicover. K
Now, Let B be a regular closed subset of H satisfying +(B)=0, +(B)>0
and B & D=<. Then Lemma 6 indicates that for any =>0 there is a
(B, D & B, + |B , =, n)-quasicover [A1 , A2 , ..., An] in the subspace B for
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some n. Let (A)%B and BA be the interior and the boundary of the set A
in the subspace B with respect to the subspace topology respectively. Since
a regular closed set in the subspace B is still regular closed in H and also
for any set A in the subspace B, A%(A)%B , BAABA _ B, we have
(1) each Ai is regular closed in H and D & B .
n
i=1
Ai%;
(2) + \.
n
i=1
Ai+=0 and + \B& .
n
i=1
Ai+=0;
(3) Ai% & Aj%=< for 1i< jn.
Next, we construct successively a system of quasicovers of H. Let
[C1 , C2 , ..., C2n1] be an (H, D, +, 1, 2n1)-quasicover for some n1 # N. Then
for some n2 # N, there is a (Ci , D & Ci , +| Ci ,
1
2 , 2
n2)-quasicover
[Ci1 , Ci2 , ..., Ci2n2] in the subspace Ci for each 1i2n1. The argument in
the above paragraph clearly indicates that
[Cij : 1i2n1, 1 j2n2]
is an (H, D, +, 12 , 2
n1+n2)-quasicover. Repeating the construction, we obtain
an infinite sequence [nk]k=1 of natural numbers and an
\H, D, +, 1k , 2n1+ } } } +nk+-quasicover
[Ci1 i2 } } } ik : 1i12
n1, ..., 1ik2nk] for each k1. Note that for any
given indices j1 , j2 , ..., jk satisfying 1 j12n1, ..., 1 jk2nk, the collec-
tion of sets [Cj1 j2 } } } jk jk+1 : 1 jk+12
nk+1] is a
\Cj1 } } } jk , D & Cj1 } } } jk , + | Cj1 } } } jk , 1k , 2nk+1+-quasicover.
For clarity of later developments, we shall now reorganize the sets in the
quasicover system to obtain a system of new quasicovers of H. For each
m0, let
Hm=[Hi1 i2 } } } im : i1 , i2 , ..., im=0, 1]
such that
(1) H0=[H<]=[H], where < stands for the empty string on 0, 1;
(2) H:0 _ H:1 H:$ for any : in the set E of all strings on 0, 1;
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(3) let dm=max[d(H:) : : # E, |:|=m]. Then Hm is an (H, D, +,
dm , 2m)-quasicover;
(4) if m=n1+n2+ } } } +nk and i1 , i2 , ..., im=0, 1, then
Hi1 } } } im=Cj1 } } } jk ,
where
j1=1+i1 } 20+i2 } 21+ } } } +in1 } 2
n1&1
b b b
jk=1+(in1+ } } } +nk&1+1) } 2
0+ } } } +(in1+ } } } +nk) } 2
nk&1;
(5) for any integer m with n1+ } } } +nk&1<m<n1+ } } } +nk and
for any : with |:|=m, H: is a union of 2n1+ } } } +nk
&m many Cj1 j2 } } } jk ’s.
For example, we may take
H0=_[Ci : 1i2n1&1], H1=_[Ci : 2n1&1+1i2n1];
H00=_[Ci : 1i2n1&2], H01=_[Ci : 2n1&2+1i2n1&1].
Since for a collection [Ai]ni=1 of regular closed sets with disjoint interiors,
[ki=1 Ai ]% & [
n
i=k+1 Ai ]%=< for any k<n and 
n
i=1Ai is still regular
closed, it is not difficult to see that such a new system of quasicovers with
all the desired properties can be obtained. We also note that [dm]m=0 is
a decreasing sequence of real numbers with a zero limit.
Definition 7.
(i) For each string : # E, let
R:=H%:&(H:0 _ H:1),
B:=H%: & (H:0 _ H:1).
(ii) For each n0, let
H n=. [H%: : : # E, |:|=n],
R =. [R: : : # E, |:|=n],
B n=. [B: : : # E, |:|=n].
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(iii) Let
H = ,

n=0
H n , R = .

n=0
R n , and B = .

n=0
B n .
The following lemma presents some basic properties about the above
sets.
Lemma 8.
(i) For any n0, we have H&H n=n&1k=0 (R k _ B k).
(ii) For any :, ; # E, R: & B;=<.
(iii) For any :, ; # E with :{;, R: & R;=< and B: & B;=<.
(iv) +(H )=1, DH K, and the collection [H , R , B ] is a partition
of H.
Proof. (i) We use an induction argument on n. When n=0, it is
obvious. Suppose the equality holds for n=m. We shall now prove the case
n=m+1. Note that for any : # E, since H:0 and H:1 are regular closed,
and since H%:0 & H%:1=<, it can be checked that H:0 & H%:1=< and
H%:0 & H:1=<. Thus
H:0 _ H:1&(H%:0 _ H%:1)=(H:0&H%:0) _ (H:1&H%:1)=H:0 _ H:1 .
Hence
H%:&(H%:0 _ H%:1)=[H%:&(H:0 _ H:1)]
_ [(H:0 _ H:1) & H%:&(H%:0 _ H%:1)]
=R: _ [[(H:0 _ H:1)&(H%:0 _ H%:1)] & H%:]
=R: _ [(H:0 _ H:1) & H%:]=R: _ B: .
Therefore
H&H m+1=(H&H m) _ (H m&H m+1)
= .
m&1
k=0
(R k _ B k) _ .
|:|=m
: # E _H%:& .
|;|=m
; # E
(H%;0 _ H%;1)&
= .
m&1
k=0
(R k _ B k) _ .
|:|=m
: # E
[H%:&(H%:0 _ H%:1)]
= .
m&1
k=0
(R k _ B k) _ .
|:|=m
: # E
(R: _ B:)= .
m
k=0
(R k _ B k).
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(ii) We only prove the case |:||;|. For |;||:|, the proof is the
same. Let &=;| |:| . If :{&, then R: H%: , B; H%; H &% , and
H%: & H &%=<. Hence R: & B;=<. If :=&, then (H;0 _ H;1)
(H:0 _ H:1). Since R: & (H:0 _ H:1)=< and since B; (H;0 _ H;1)
(H;0 _ H;1), we have R: & B;=<.
(iii) Without loss of generality, we assume |:||;|. As in (ii), let
&=;| |:| be the string of first |:| symbols of ;. Clearly, H; H& . If :{&,
then H%: & H&%=<. Since R: H%: , and since R; H%; , the property
H%; H&% implies that R: & R;=<. Similarly, B: & B;=<.
If :=&, then we must have |:|<| ;|. By the construction of R: ,
R: & (H:0 _ H:1)=<. But R; (H:0 _ H:1). Hence R: & R;=<. Next,
by the definition of B: , B: & [(H:0)% _ (H:1)%]=<. B; is clearly a subset
of [(H:0)% _ (H:1)%]. This implies that B: & B;=<.
(iv) Since for any n0, Hn is an (H, D, +, dn , 2n)-quasicover,
+(H n)=1 and DA # Hn A%=H n . Hence +(H =1) and D is a subset of
H . It is clear that (ii) implies R & B =<. By (i), H&H =R _ B . The rest
of (iv) is obvious. K
Remark. The equality in Lemma 8 (i) may fail to be true if the H: ’s are
not required to be regular closed. In that case, part of the boundary of H:
could be in the interior of some H; .
Now recall that W in a G$ subset of H. Let [Fn]n=0 be an increasing
sequence of closed subsets of H such that H&W=n=0 Fn . We denote
n=0 Fn by F. For each : # E, let H :=H%: & (H &D) & Z. Then
+(H :)=+(H:)>0. Since H has a subset with measure 1 which is
homeomorphic to the space of irrational numbers (see [8]), we can find,
for any Borel set A in H with +(A)>0, a compact +-null set B in A such
that the cardinality B of B is the cardinality of the continuum + (see
Lemma 7, [10]). For each : # E we shall now choose a compact set N: in
H : as follows. We first choose a compact N, in H , such that +(N,)=0 and
N,=+. Once the sets N: for all : # E satisfying |:|n are chosen, we can
choose compact sets N:0 and N:1 for each : # E with |:|=n such that
(1) N:0=N:1=+;
(2) +(N:0)=+(N:1)=0;
(3) N:0 H :0& .
|:|n
: # E
N: and N:1 H :1& .
|:|n
: # E
N: .
Remark. From the above construction, it is clear that for any :, ; # E
with :{;, N: & N;=<.
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Definition 9. (i) For each n0, let N n=: # E, |:|=n N: . Let
N =n=0 N n .
(ii) For each : # E, let B :=B:&F |:| , R 2=R:&F |:| , F :=
[(F |:|&F |:|&1) & H%:]&N , and U:=B : _ R : _ F : _ N: , where F&1 is
assumed to be <.
(iii) For each n0, let U n=: # E, |:|=n U: . Let U =

n=0 U n .
Lemma 10. (i) For any :, ; # E, B : & F ;=< and R 2 & F ;=<.
(ii) For any :, ; # E with :{;, U: & U;=<.
Proof. (i) If |:|| ;|, then F ; F |;| F |:| . Since B : & F |:|=< and
R 2 & F |:|=<, we can conclude that B : & F ;=< and R : & F ;=<.
Next, for the case |:|<|;|, let &=;| |:| be the string of first |:| symbols
of ;. If &=:, then
F ; H%; (H:0)% _ (H:1)%H |:|+1 .
By Lemma 8, H |:|+1 & (B |:| _ R |:| )=<, and hence
H |:|+1 & B:=<, H |:|+1 & R:=<.
Since B : B: and since R : R: , we can claim that
B : & F ;=< and R : & F ;=<.
If &{:, then H%: & H&%=< and hence H%: & H%;=<. Since
B : H%: , R : H%: and F ; H%; , we have B : & F ;=< and R : & F ;=<.
For (ii), first note that for any : # E,
B : _ R : _ F : B _ R _ (F&N ).
By Lemma 8,
B _ R _ (F&N )=(H&H ) _ (F&N ).
Also, by the construction of N; ’s, we know that N H . Thus
N & [(H&H ) _ (F&N )]=<,
and hence for any :, ; # E, (B : _ R : _ F :) & N;=<.
Now, pick any :, ; # E with :{;. Since N: & N;=<, we can conclude
that U: & N;=< and N: & U;=<. By an appeal to Lemma 8, we can
assert that
B : & B ;=<, B : & R ;=<, R : & B ;=< and R : & R ;=<.
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Moreover, by (i), we have
B : & F ;=<, R : & F ;=<, F : & B ;=< and F : & R ;=<.
Thus, to prove U: & U;=<, all that remains to be shown is F : & F ;=<.
For this, note that if |:|=|;| then H%: & H%;=< and hence F : & F ;=<.
If |:|<|;|, then
F : F |:| F |;|&1 .
Since F ; & F |;| &1=<, we have F : & F ;=<. Similarly, F : & F ;=<, for
|:|>|;|. Therefore we have U: & U;=<. K
Lemma 11. (i) For each n0,
.
n
k=0
U k=(Fn&N ) _ .
n
k=0
[B k _ R k _ N k]
(ii) U =F _ B _ R _ N .
Proof. (i) First note that
(Fm&N ) _ (H&H m+1) _ [[(Fm+1&Fm) & H m+1]&N ]
=(Fm&N ) _ (H&H m+1)
_ [[(Fm+1&Fm)&(H&H m+1)]&N ]
=(Fm&N ) _ (H&H m+1) _ [(Fm+1&Fm)&N ]
=(Fm+1&N ) _ (H&H m+1).
To prove the main identity in (i), we use an induction argument on n.
The case n=0 is clear. Now assume
.
m
k=0
U k=(Fm&N ) _ .
m
k=0
[B k _ R k _ N k].
For the case n=m+1,
.
m+1
k=0
U k= .
m
k=0
U k _ .
|;|=m+1
; # E
(B ; _ R ; _ F ; _ N;).
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By the inductive hypothesis and the definition of B ; ’s, R ; ’s and F ; ’s, we
have
.
m+1
k=0
U k=(Fm&N ) _ { .
m
k=0
[B k _ R k _ N k]=_ (B m+1&Fm+1)
_ (R m+1&Fm+1) _ N m+1 _ [[(Fm+1&Fm) & H m+1]&N ].
Thus, Lemma 8 and the identities in the first paragraph yield that
.
m+1
k=0
U k=(Fm&N ) _ (H&H m+1) _ [[Fm+1&Fm) & H m+1]&N ]
_ (B m+1&Fm+1) _ (R m+1&Fm+1) _ .
m+1
k=0
N k
=(Fm+1&N ) _ (H&H m+1) _ (B m+1&Fm+1)
_ (R m+1&Fm+1) _ .
m+1
k=0
N k
=(Fm+1&N ) _ (H&H m+1) _ B m+1 _ R m+1 _ .
m+1
k=0
N k
=(Fm+1&N ) _ .
m
k=0
(B k _ R k) _ B m+1 _ R m+1 _ .
m+1
k=0
N k
=(Fm+1&N ) _ .
m+1
k=0
[B k _ R k _ N k].
Hence the proof for (i) is now complete.
Note that (ii) follows immediately from (i). K
Definition 12. (i) For each : # E, let T:=U: & Z.
(ii) For each n0, let T n=: # E, |:|=n T: .
(iii) Let T =n=0 T n .
It is clear that T n=U n & Z and T =U & Z. The following lemma
presents some basic properties of the above sets.
Lemma 13. (i) For any : # E, we have N: T: .
(ii) DZ&T =H&U =W&U H .
Proof. For (i), note that for any : # E, N: H : Z. Thus
N: U: & Z=T: . For (ii), we first note that
H&U =(H&F )&U =W&U Z&U =Z&T H&U H .
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Next, we recall that D is a subset of W and hence D & F=<. By Lemma
8 (iv), DH , which implies that D & (R _ B )=<. Moreover, for any
: # E, D & H :=<, which yields that D & N:=<. Then D & U =<, and
hence DZ&T . K
Now it is clear that for every : # E, both T: and U: are uncountable
Borel sets. By the Borel Isomorphism Theorem, there exists, for each : # E,
a Borel isomorphism .: from T: to U: . We shall define a function 8 from
Z to H and a function 9 from H to Z as follows.
Definition 14. (i) Let 8 be the mapping from Z to H such that
8(x)={x.:(x)
if x # Z&T ;
if x # T: for some : # E.
(ii) Let 9 be the mapping from H to Z such that
9(x)={x.&1: (x)
if x # H&U ;
if x # U: for some : # E.
Lemma 15. The mapping 8 is a Borel isomorphism from Z to H with
inverse 9. Moreover 8 is continuous at every point in Z&T and 9 is con-
tinuous at every point in H&U .
Proof. Lemma 10 (ii) establishes that both 8 are 9 are well-defined.
From their constructions, it is clear that 8 and 9 are Borel measurable
and 8&1=9. To show that 8 is continuous at every point in Z&T , pick
any x0 # Z&T . Since x0 # H , there is a sequence [i1 , ..., ik , ...] of 0’s and 1’s
such that [x0]=k=1 Hi1 i2 } } } ik . For any given =>0, choose a positive
integer m such that dm , the maximum of the diameter of H: ’s with |:|=m,
is less than =. By Lemma 8 (i) and Lemma 11 (i),
.
m
k=0
U k=(Fm&N ) _ (H&H m+1) _ .
m
k=0
N k .
Let
B=_(Hi1 } } } im)%&[Fm _ (H&H m+1) _ .
m
k=0
N k]&& Z.
Then B is open in the subspace topology of Z. It is clear that x0 # B. Now
we claim that for every x # B, 8(x) # Hi1 } } } im . For this, pich any
x # B & (Z&T ).
Then 8(x)=x # Hi1 } } } im . Next, for any x # B & T , there is a unique : # E
such that x # T: U: . Thus 8(x)=.:(x) # U: . On the other hand,
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x  mk=0 U k , which implies that |:|m+1. Let := j1 j2 } } } jn . Then it
follows from the construction of U: that U: H%: (Hj1 } } } jm)%. Since
x # (Hi1 } } } im)% & (Hj1 } } } jm)%,
we can conclude that i1 } } } im= j1 } } } jm and hence 8(x)=.:(x) # Hi1 } } } im .
Thus the claim is proved, and hence we can obtain that for any x # B,
d(8(x), 8(x0))<=. So 8 is continuous at x0 . The proof for the continuity
of 9 at every point in H&U is the same. K
In the following we adopt the notation used in the statement of the
corresponding theorems.
Proof of Theorem 3. We only consider the case &(X )=1. If (X, &) is
isomorphic to (I, &), then the main result of [2] yields that X contains a
Polish space with full measure. For the sake of completeness, we provide
a simple proof of this fact here. Let F be an isomorphism from (X, &) to
(I, m) and G its inverse. Let A and B be the sets of all continuity points of
F and G respectively. Then A and B are G$-sets. Let [On]n=1 be a
sequence of open sets in X such that A=n=1 On . Let Y=A & G(B).
Then F is a homeomorphism from Y to F(Y ). Note that
F(Y)=G&1(A) & B= ,

n=1
[G&1(On) & B].
Since G is continuous on B, G&1(On) & B is a relatively open set in B.
Hence G&1(A) & B is a G$ -set in B, which implies that it is a G$-set in I.
Thus G&1(A) & B is a Polish space. Therefore Y is a Polish space. It is
obvious that &(X&Y )=0. The proof that every atom of & is a condensa-
tion point of X is the same as the proof of Theorem 2 (ii) in [10].
Next we prove (ii) O (i), let X$ be the set of condensation points of X.
Let &c be the nonatomic part of & and let A be the set of atoms of &. Then
AX$. By [4], Lemma 8.2.12, X&X$ is a coutable set. By Lemma 15 in
[10], we know that there is a nonatomic probability measure &$ on X such
that the support of &$|X$ is X$ itself. Define a new probability measure P on
X by letting
P(B)=
&c(B)+&$(B)
&c(X )+1
for each B # BX . We embed X in the Hilbert cube H as a Borel subset.
Then Y becomes a G$ subset of H. Let & , & $, and + be the probability
measures which are trivial extensions of &, &$, and P to H, respectively.
Then
+(B)=
& c(B)+& $(B)
&c(X )+1
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for each B # BH . We identify X as the Borel set Z, Y as the G$ set W, and
A as the set D, which we worked with earlier. Since &(Y )=1, we know that
D=AY=W. It is also clear that D is in the support of + in H. By
Lemma 15, there is a Borel bijection 8 from Z to H such that 8 is con-
tinuous at every point in Z&T and 8&1 is continuous at every point in
H&U . Moreover 8 is the identity mapping on Z&T . Since &(Y )=1, we
know that
& (F)=& (H&W )=& (H&Y )=0.
It is also clear that +(B _ R _ N )=0, and hence & c(B _ R _ N )=0. On the
other hand, Lemma 13 indicates that the set of atoms A=DH&U .
Therefore & (U )=0, and also &(T )=0, which implies that 8 is an
isomorphism from (X, &) to (H, & ). Since H is a Polish space condense in
itself, Theorem 2 of [10] yields that there exists a probability measure m
on I such that (H, & ) is isomorphic to (I, m). Therefore (X, &) is isomorphic
to (I, m). K
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) Assume that there is a Polish subspace Y of
X such that &(X&Y )=0. Let E=[an]n=1 be a countable set in the inter-
section of Y with the support of &. Let + be a new measure on X such that
the nonatomic part +c of + is & and the set of atoms of + is E; moreover
+([an])=1(2n) for each n1. Since every an is in Y and in the support
of +, we know that +(X&Y )=0 and every atom of + is a condensation
point of X. By Theorem 3, there is an isomorphism 8 from (X, +) to
([0, b+1], m) for some measure m with m([0, b+1])=b+1. It is clear
that the set of atoms of m is 8(E) and the nonatomic part of m is the
image measure 8(&) of &. Hence 8 is also an isomorphism from (X, &) to
([0, b+1], 8(&)). Moreover 8 is continuous at every point in E and 8&1
is continuous at every point in 8(E). It is also clear that 8(E ) is a subset
in the support of 8(&). Hence, by Theorem 1 of [10], there is an
isomorphism G from ([0, b+1], ,(&)) to ([0, b], *) such that G is con-
tinuous at every point in 8(E ) and G&1 is continuous at every point in
G(8(E)). Therefore F=G b 8 has all the required properties.
Part (ii) clearly follows from Theorem 3. K
Proof of Theorem 4. (i) It is clear that the same proof used in the
proof of Theorem 3 yields that (a) O (b).
Now we prove (b) O (a). Since + is _-finite, there is a disjoint sequence
[An]n=1 of Borel sets in X such that 

n=1 An=X and 0<+(An)< for
each n. Define a probability measure +$ on X such that for any B # BX
+$(B)= :

n=1
+(B & An)
2n } +(An)
.
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It is clear that +$(X&Y )=0. Theorem 3 yields that there is an
isomorphism F from (X, +$) to (R, m) for some measure on R. Let & be the
image measure of + induced by F. Let B be a Borel set in X and C Borel
set in R. Then +(B)=0 if and only if +$(B)=0, and &(C)=0 if and only
if m(C)=0. Hence F is an isomorphism from (X, +) to (R, &).
(ii) For the necessity part, let F be an isomorphism from (X, +) to
(R, *). It is clear that + is nonatomic. Let K be the set of all points at which
+ is locally finite. Then K is open. By part (i) of this theorem, there is a
Polish space P such that +(X&P)=0. Note that + is locally finite at any
continuity point of F. Thus +(X&K)=0. Let Y=K & P. Then Y is still a
Polish space with +(X&Y )=0 and +| Y is locally finite.
For the sufficiency part, assume that + is nonatimic and there is a Polish
space Y in X such that +(X&Y )=0 and +|Y is locally finite. By part (i)
of this Theorem, there is an isomorphism f from (X, +) to (R, &) for some
nonatomic measure & on R. Then & is still almost surely locally finite. Let A
be the set of all points at which & is locally finite. Let [(an , bn)]n=1 be the
list of all rational intervals with finite & measure. Then A=n=1 (an , bn).
Let F1=(a1 , b1) and Fn=(an bn)&n&1i=1 (ai , bi) for each n>1. Let
Fn1 , Fn2 , ..., Fnk , ..., be the sequence of those sets with a positive & measure.
For each k, let pk=&(Fnk). Choose a closed *-null set A1 in I1=[0, p1)
such that there is a Borel bijection f1 from the set N1=[(R&A) _ n1&1i=1
Fi] to A1 . For each k1, choose a closed *-null set Ak+1 in Ik+1=
[ p1+ } } } + pk , p1+ } } } + pk+1) such that there is a Borel bijection fk+1
from the set Nk+1= [Fi : nk<i<nk+1] to Ak+1. For each k1, the
subspaces Fnk and (Ik&Ak) are still Polish spaces; so Theorem 1 of [10]
implies that there is an isomorphism gk from (Fnk , &) to (Ik&Ak , *). By
regarding a function as a set of ordered pairs, we let G be the union of all
the fk ’s and gk ’s. Then it can be checked that G is an isomorphism from
(R, &) to ([0, ), *). On the other hand, it is easy to construct an
isomorphism from ([0, ), *) to (R, *). Hence (X, +) is isomorphic to
(R, *). K
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